Incomplete recovery of chicken distortion product otoacoustic emissions following acoustic overstimulation.
Distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) were measured in chickens before and after exposure to a 525-Hz pure tone (120 dB SPL, 48 h). The exposure caused extensive hair cell loss and destroyed the tectorial membrane along the abneural edge of the basilar papilla in the low-to-mid-frequency region of the cochlea. Although the lesion was restricted, DPOAEs were greatly depressed at all frequencies immediately after the exposure. The high-frequency DPOAEs gradually recovered to preexposure values after the exposure; however, there was little or no improvement in DPOAEs at test frequencies equal to or slightly above the exposure frequency even after 16 weeks of recovery. By 28 days of recovery, the previously damaged region of the basilar papilla had been repopulated by hair cells and the lower honeycomb layer of the tectorial membrane had regenerated, but not the upper fibrous layer. The upper fibrous layer of the tectorial membrane was still missing after 16 weeks of recovery and the region of damage corresponded closely to the frequency regions where the DPOAEs were depressed.